CRS AVIATION EQUIPMENT
& TRANSPORTATION PARTS
Cumberland Rubber Supply (CRS) produces the highest durability rubber parts on the market. We continue to gain customers who are tired of replacing parts due to the high rate of breakdown. Our heavy-duty rubber is built using a systematic and tedious heat press process. This process requires uncured rubber to be placed into mold cavities and pressed until a finished part is formed. The mold remains closed until the rubber is cured, completing the process. The result is the highest density/performing product per square inch on the market.

- Airplane Weight Ballast 2.5" x 12 1/8" x 21" (25 LB)
- Airplane Weight Ballast 12 3/4" x 27 1/2" x 2" (50 lb)
- Runway Blocks
- 8" X 8" X 16" Stackable Bumper (41 lbs)
- 2"x24x24" Bumper
- Rail Break Pads
- Rubber Pads
- Flame retardant extruded rubber parts
- High Density Wheel Chocks
- Shims, Pads, Wedges, and Bumpers
- Non-Porous Bumpers
- Custom Car Parts
- Rail Car Pads
- Other sizes available upon request. We can quote parts & tooling.
Our Story

Two midwestern entrepreneurs founded Cumberland Rubber Supply after relocating to Nashville. Cumberland Rubber Supply (CRS) has been producing cutting-edge rubber parts for many industries. The company has innovated products in agriculture, defense, energy, gym, mining, transportation, and more.

In an age of unprecedented online consumerism and information overload, it can be difficult to efficiently find a company capable of building that one specific rubber part. CRS was founded for that reason. Their niche is found in producing customized rubber parts that are designed for specific applications.

Innovation is key in the basic materials industry. CRS product development has a reputation for unparalleled quality. CRS high-impact parts have been shown to handle high forces of energy. CRS has demonstrated they can transcend industries by building custom parts that can handle specific demands.

CRS is always ready for the challenge that lies ahead. CRS has been developing stronger compounds and testing hybrid modifications with aerospace materials.

CRS has quickly become an industry-leading manufacturer in the high-impact rubber applications industry. CRS takes pride in providing solutions that will last decades.
HIGH DENSITY PARTS

At CRS, we offer high-quality American-made impact rubber products. We are fully committed to providing our customers with top-notch products that can withstand the most demanding applications.

The transportation industry has unique demands. Parts we make for the industry include custom rail car parts, tugboat bumpers, impact blocks, rail seals, airline ballasts, custom wedges, high impact bumpers, wheel chocks, custom shims, car parts, impact mats, custom cut steel, and other consumer designed materials.

Our capabilities include compounding, compression molding, design, and fabrication.